Top-Loading
Automated Basket Handling System
Dual Axis Horizontal Lift

Manufactured by:

Reliance

- NESHAP Compliant Features: Minimize worker solvent exposure & enhance solvent containment
- Labor Cost Savings: Reduce or eliminate operator processing time;
- Consistency: Ensure each part cleaned to the same processing specification;
- Customizable: Utilize different part-cleaning recipes for different part-type processing.
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Top-Loading Automated Basket Handling System
Dual Axis Horizontal Lift

Features
- Horizontal Travel Capability
- Vertical Travel Capability
- Encoder Locating Load / Unload at Top
- Multiple Saved Part Processing Recipes
- Standardized PLC Controller and Program Software
- Simple PLC Display
- Manual Operation of Lift
- Safety and Vapor Degreaser Operating Interlocks
- Emergency Stop Button
- Lift Enclosure
- Integrated Electrical Service (110 Volts)
- Variable Weight Capacity
- Part Basket Included
- Program Save Capability
- Remote Access Capability for PLC Support

Customizable for basket loads from 50 lbs. to 150 lbs.
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